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Bulk stock trading, it is a special type of commodities trading that is 
developed from traditional spot trading by means of net-working and 
E-commerce. In the past few years, coupled with the appearance and 
development of bulk stock market, there were a number of legal events and 
trading risks that arisen from bulk stock trading. To some extent, it reveals the 
deficiencies on legal system, regulatory system and many legal problems in bulk 
stock trading. Regulating the risks of bulk stock trading and make it legal and 
standardized, which is the key to promote bulk stock trading come into the way 
of health development.  
This thesis seeks to study and explore the legal property, the legal and 
regulations system absence, the regulatory system risk, the exchange risk and 
the clearing risk of bulk stock trading, In order to promote the establishment and 
improvement of the legal and regulatory system of our bulk stock trading. 
At first, this thesis making a deep analysis on the concept of bulk stock 
trading by using contract and comparison. Through the contract and comparison 
with futures exchange and traditional spot trading, and then it making analysis 
on the history review, legal nature and basic rules, completing the legal 
definition of the bulk stock trading in the, intends to reveal that the bulk stock 
trading is a form of non-standard financialization trading of commodity.. And 
then this thesis have made an analysis of the lack of legal problems, the 
defective of regulatory system, legal problems in mechanism of exchange, 
clearing mechanism and electronic standard contract, so as to provide some 
corresponding recommendations in the following parts. Next, this thesis 
proposes to establish the legal system and the regulatory system of bulk stock 
trading. In the long run, the improvement of the legal system is the key to solve 














the independent legislative system. Moreover, it has raised some specific 
legislative recommendations. As for the regulatory system, this thesis prone to 
establish a regulatory system which is consists of government supervision, 
industry self-regulation and the market self-controlling. By making attempts 
from these two aspects, the bulk stock market even the bulk stock trading would 
be under control. At last this thesis provides to establish mediate mechanism in 
industry self-regulation and professional arbitration organization, intends to 
making a just and high efficient disputes solution of bulk stock trading. 
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